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County Agent’s Notes:

February 4, 2002

Try something new: Mayhaw
By: Dr. Ernie Flint, Area Agent/Agriculture
Mississippi State University Extension Service
Fruit growing is a tricky business in our area. It seems that almost every type of fruit we
attempt to grow has problems with adaptation to our climate, or is very susceptible to some
disease or insect pest. The main reason for this is that most common fruits are not native to our
area. Many of our fruit-producing plants were introduced to this area by settlers moving south or
west. The biggest problem with our weather is that winters are very unpredictable, with warm
weather punctuated by very cold periods. We often have a late spring freeze that ruins our fruit
crop, and sometimes we don’t have enough cold weather to produce good fruitset.
One fruit we have already talked about a little here is the Japanese persimmon. Quite a
few local gardeners have tried this one with good success, and I believe this one will catch on
and be grown by more people every year. It is well adapted to our climate, having close relatives
that are natives. Another fruit tree that may have possibilities for us is the mayhaw.
Mayhaw is little known in other parts of the United States. It grows wild and as a
cultivated crop in the Deep South. It is a member of the hawthorn family, and like its cousins it
has thorns that make it a little difficult to hand harvest. The fruit is a berry about one-half to
three-fourths inch in diameter and may be several colors between yellow and deep red.
Mayhaws produce an attractive mass of white blooms in February or early March The berries
resemble crabapples, and normally ripen in early May. This is the reason they are called
Mayhaws.
Harvesting is often done by spreading a cloth underneath the tree and shaking the fruit
loose. This way, the thorns can be avoided Mayhaws grow throughout the southern United
States from Texas to Florida, often in numerous stands of small trees. This plant thrives in wet
areas such as stream and river bottoms with plenty of shade. This shade tolerance is a rare thing
among fruit trees, and lends itself well to many of our local wetland areas. At least one farmer is
already growing mayhaw commercially in Mississippi, and I expect there will be others.
Mayhaw can also be grown in well-drained soils in open areas, and is capable of
producing higher yields with more sunlight. The trees are more resistant to disease and can
tolerate cold temperatures better than our other fruit trees. The trees are long lived and have been
known to produce fruit for more than 50 years.
One of the most amazing things about mayhaw is that it can tolerate our acid soils. This
is very interesting, since having to contend with soil acidity is probably the biggest single soil
problem we have, not only for fruit but for most of the crops we grow. Of course this does not
mean we can plant them in our red clay soils. They should be placed in good topsoil and be
supplied with small amounts of phosphorus and potassium in the form of composted manure or

other organic material. When they become established, they can tolerate moderate amounts of
commercial fertilizers.
Mayhaw fruit is commonly used for making jelly, but the juice can also be made into
syrup and even wine. The juice is also used in punches, ice cream, and to flavor sauces for meat,
poultry and barbeque. The pulp is sometimes made into jams, butter, and pies. Ripe fruit is
edible raw but doesn't have desirable taste alone. Juice, pulp and whole berries can be frozen for
year-round use.
Studies at the University of Georgia Food Science and Technology Department found
that raw mayhaws are a good source of vitamin C and beta carotene. They also contain very
small amounts of minerals such as copper, iron, magnesium and potassium.
Mayhaw is not without problems. Plum curculio, aphids, flat-headed apple borers, white
flies, and foliage feeders are known to attack them. Deer and rabbits may damage the young
trees and feed on the fruit. Quince rust is the most common disease of mayhaws, and cedarapple rust that damages apples can attack mayhaws. The best way to control cedar-apple rust is
to stay away from cedars that are the alternate host for the disease. The advantage for mayhaw is
that it is well adapted to our climate, and unlike other fruit trees it can compete well with many
of these problems.
Young trees are fairly expensive, with one-year-old plants selling for around $17, and
grafted trees selling for up to $30 each. Trees can be grown from seed if you know someone
who has one that is producing. Call me if you are interested in trying mayhaw; I will try to help
you find trees and get them started.

